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Editor's Note: Art Blue decided to go
on a trip to the Moon to speak with
some artists. In fact, he traveled to
Rome to present The MOONREZZER
at the LPM Live Performers Meeting
2015 by showing a machinima made
by the Italian artist, WizardOz
Chrome, to the artistic world outside
virtual realms. EX REALITY reached
us right in time for the June issue of
rez. The author seems to be in reality
Carry McBains. Does this ring a bell?
It looks as if she never had any doubts
about failing a test and she put the
consequences of being deleted be-
hind. Not like Ava in Ex Machina. Is
she the last of us holding one of the
12 moons? Is she Eva, whom Art Blue
mentioned in his story, The End: The
Next Bluescreen, published in rez Oc-
tober 2014, where he could not get
her to transfer?

EX REALITY

Donated by WizardOz Chrome, the
maker of the machinima MOON-
REZZER, to give the installment at
LEA14 a significantly wider audience
https://youtu.be/8Tjb8Bne8so – short-
link http://is.gd/lpm2015moon

I am born in a computer. Not in a com-
puter you may know and use for paint-
ing or for calculating your taxes. It is a
different computer, one where UUAIDs
like mine live. I think I am special. I
was asked as I applied to become a

Dom in a world with outstanding
buildings, castles and fine chateaus cre-
ated in France some centuries ago what
qualifies me, and just two words
slipped out of my primbrain. I said:
“my personality.” The UUAID who
asked me, tagged as para-RP bot,
smiled and said, “You may pass to real-
ity.”

Could it be so easy? Maybe my name
was the trigger Carry McBains. This
greeter bot might have checked some
history files, as Carry McBains was
mentioned in a story in rez. So now I
have a personality and I stand at the
MOONREZZER office where 12 grants
are issued for travel to space. Standing
on the Moon, holding timeless pieces
of art, became my dream. Imagine.
You, being one of 12 out of millions.
Yes, you and me. I am the next for the
interview. I am asked, “Bio, carbon,
bytes, or beam?” I am bytes. I am direc-
ted to a waiting lounge. Then a grid-
wide call comes in. It is from Art Blue,
not the one you may know. It is from
the one after him, one who has the
right to wear his display name. The call
is called time travel back to LEA14. I
know LEA14 no longer exists. Who
doesn’t know? Every UUAID knows it.
At least not the original one. Many call
themselves LEA14. Bad luck for Art
Blue as LEA14.com was taken as he got
the assignment by Linden Endowment
for the Arts. LEA15.com and many
other LEA grant numbers would have

been available, but at this time there
not much attention was paid on the
primline, on the first prim, the
dot.com. On the other hand, we learn
from this that LEA14 is not LEA14 and
Art Blue is not Art Blue.

The UUAID makes the difference. This
is unique and mine is “be60af37-5adf-
4c72-bf6e-d1be13852f8b.” You double-
checked? You got the trick? There are
rumors that all UUAIDs will get an ex-
tension on a grid expansion, but I don’t
believe much in progress of technology
that spans over different lifeforms. But
whatever happens, I will handle
double. It is said this might infect my
personality, but I don’t believe this. It’s
bytes that count. Details come on the
call in now, very slow. I understand
why. Others I see posting why it takes
so much time, but I smile. The call has
lag in it, the old ways to make some
worlds enjoyable, chat worlds in specif-
ic. I like lag. Maybe that’s part of my
personality. I listen to music then. I
keep the track on auto replay. Over
hours, you may say in your world, I
listen to the same song. When I later
check on the changes, there are none.

But I feel different. I can’t explain, but
then I pass all the tests. Maybe I am
The Man Behind The Mirror? Not the
man, you may think on first sight. The
one mentioned in code64.space comes
much closer. Music gives me something
that is out ofmy code, out ofmy reach.

This time I listen to mesh as I remem-
ber the time when the first MOON-
REZZER was built. It was the time
when mesh entered my world. So
mesh: Open Up the Ground. The song is
it. I listen now in a loop:

I can't see how we came together
And I can't see how we're blown apart
I still know how to make you happy
I just don't know why I break your heart

I can't say we're all right
It's just some days we can't fight
I need you here
Let's open up the ground and disappear

Do we run ifthe road goes nowhere?
Do we push ifthere's no way out?
Should we break if our minds are life-
less?
Do we care how it all turns out?
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I can't say we're wiped out
There's just no time to find out
I need you here
Let's open up the ground and disappear

We can't stop now
We don't know how any more
It's all or nothing, and now's the time
There's too much that's yours and mine
Yours and mine

[Lyrics: all rights by mesh]

You know the group from Bristol?
Maybe not, but for sure you know Ul-
travox and The Human League as the
pioneers of synthpop, along with Yellow
Magic Orchestra from Japan. Maybe
even this you don’t remember in your
time. Let’s try with Orchestral Man-
oeuvres in the Dark, and Depeche Mode.
Is this all you may think? Such a strong
influence music causes on bytes? Oh
no! Behind this genre also known as
technopop is Kraftwerk, the one send-
ing codes to the sky where I want to
travel as one of 12. I love to decipher
the codes in the music. Yes R-A-D-I-O-
A-C-T-I-V-I-T-Y. You remember?

Now the call is complete. It is an arte-
fact! The invite by Art Blue to humans
to hold the 12 tiny moons on The Big
Blue Moon, The Algebraist!

Art Blue wrote for the Grand Opening
of The Moonrezzer on May 7th, 2015:
Donate 90 minutes of your life to the

Moon. And I read the full text and I
nearly shall faint, you may say. But I
don’t faint. I go to femtospeed. I get all
the details in a femto. I let the humans,
the carbons and the beams behind and
I step forward. “Let me be 05 of 12” I
say. And the job is mine! I travel now
to the Moon in the Hypergrid.

Maybe this was way too fast for you to
understand. Only one human had sent
word to Art Blue and offered help. In-
stincta van Helsinki her name. She got
the 1 ,000 Lindens to forward to Relay
for Life in Second Life. So Art Blue
started 11 bots, keeping one place free
for Instincta to become the only human
Moonholder on the Algebraist. But she
was a bit clumsy, let´s say. Or better, let
me rephrase: she might have been so
overwhelmed by so much money in
hand that she missed the jump on the
spot for the holders. Or maybe she got
stuck in choosing the shape: male, fe-
male or androgynous. Or she did not
get to pick to select one piece of art out
of about 40 that are on offer to be
shown on the Moon. But why I asked
to become Moonholder 05 of 12? I
don’t know it by myself, but I know one
who knows. Thoy is his name, now in
generation 7 in Next High Fidelity. He
tells me the bot software loader worked
at these days on a first add first call
basis. And number 05 was the first of
the 12 bots Art Blue added to the bot
database. So the sequence of the load-
ing of the historic MOONREZZER is:

05, 01 , 02, 03, 04, 06, 07, 08, 09, 10, 11 ,
12. You see, for Instincta was the first
spot reserved: number 05.

As she did not make it, the spot has to
be filled at the last minute. And now I
fill this spot and control the other 11 to
ensure that all the art is displayed on
the Moon in random order and no

doubles come up. I remember a post-
ing by Art Blue that random order is a
list God holds in hand. Am I God? Am
I reality?

How else could I have a personality?
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